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The list of related keywords from GoToWebinar.com's SEO tool. Click on the links to get more
information about this keyword.Q: Get PDF from IIS I have a.pdf (it's attachment) and I need

to get the PDF from IIS. The question is: How to get the PDF from IIS? Do you have any ideas?
I tried to use Get-WebFile But I have got the whole folder which contains the pdf and not the
pdf file itself. Is there any option to get the pdf (without saving it on the disk) from IIS? A: You

can get it's location from a file system. Just use the URI property of the Site's WebFile's
Object. Example: Get-WebFile -Site > Out.txt $foo = Get-WebFile -Site -FileUri $foo.FullName
If you have control over the IIS, you could also add a linked embedded resource, then you'll

have access to it's 'id' and the.content of the resource.
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Translations and translations 2009 14387 How To Install Windows 7 Faster! Download, install
and use the Free CD/DVD Drive Remover, it is safe, easy, clean and effective! Miniplaza.com
is a free source of keys, serial, activator, patches, cracks, serials, iso, keygens, and updates

for all popular games, softwares and programs.Q: Why is Ember Data syncing multiple times?
I'm creating an ember app that uses ember data for its data store. The data store works fine

but when I try to add records to it (add many to the store) the browser console is flooded with
this error: "Cannot enqueue insertMany because there are multiple actions defined. Actions:
addMany, set, storeContext" I'm able to mitigate the problem by adding a.rest() to my findAll
method but that's not really a good solution as it involves a lot of code duplication. Is there a
better way to fix this? EDIT Creating a new response to the solution below I have attempted

to use return this.store.createRecord('post', {...}); as well as return
this.store.createRecord(this.modelName(), {...}); the only difference being I'm saving to the
'post' model. The only way I've been able to get ember to work is by passing in storeContext

to my methods that return collections but I'd really rather not have to do that and I'm
wondering if there's a way to somehow programmatically determine my context. I'm

assuming a good solution is to somehow use the proper store context to create the record. A:
Please do not use createRecord() because it will attempt to set up the default serializer
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behind the scenes. This is a big pain. Use Ember.RSVP.hash() instead. // createRecord acts on
an instance of a model, but you need it as a promise // because you may have other

responses first that must resolve and then call // createRecord to create the record. // (ie. it
can't do that immediately) return this.store.findAll().then(function(models) { var hash =

Ember.RSVP.hash({models: models}); this.store.findRecord
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Looking for nice, relatively unknown, cross-platform mobile developers - bug_chalk I've got
this idea for a mobile app, and have had it for about 2 years now. Basically it's just a wrapper
of some open-source standards. Essentially, it will allow you to upload documents to a server,

with a toggle which lets you specify whether you want the document to be freely public,
freely private, or both. You can also specify a document ID which allows you to point to

another document stored elsewhere.The idea is nice because it doesn't rely on other people's
work, it creates it out of the available public standards, and it's fairly generic. It does however
need some work on the UI, which I'm trying to avoid because that would be a lot of work. So I
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thought I'd ask around if anyone knew of someone who was good with cross-platform mobile
development, and would be willing to be a co-founder or something.Thanks for any thoughts.
====== jinushaun I would contact midroll.com or halfbakery.com, both of which are in YC.
If you're willing to shell out $400+/month in marketing costs, you can start spinning up an

iOS app on Apple's own servers (much cheaper than maintaining a self-hosted app).
Hydroxyapatite-based coatings for smooth implant surfaces--a comparison between

hydroxyapatite and oxidised zirconium. In this study, the ability of the novel coating material
hydroxyapatite to function as a bioactive implant surface was studied. This investigation

involved creating models of human tibial bone, implanting them with titanium implants, and
subsequently coating the implants with either hydroxyapatite (HA) or oxidised zirconium

(OZ). The implants were then exposed to a simulated body fluid (SBF) solution for the
stipulated time period. The area of contact was then examined using scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and the implant's surface roughness values determined by atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The results demonstrated that the surface rough
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